1. North entrance provides a place to gather before, in between or after lectures.

2. Every entrance is fully accessible for all - Side entrance on the Nieuwe Achtergracht.

3. The courtyards provide a sheltered space for sensitive Magnolia trees.

4. The CREA-centre is the cultural HUB of the University where groups are gathering outside to prepare or evaluate events or simply enjoy a drink on the terrace.

5. The “Central Bridge” is the new heart of the Campus, the main entrance to two big building clusters. Sitting on the long benches on the bridge one can see and “be seen”.

6./7. The former backyard is turned into an inviting “Beautiful Backyard” where students find a sheltered place to study and discuss outside.

8. The “Green Nose” is the scenic place overlooking two beautiful canals. Here you can sit in the sun on the grassy hill and have a picnic with your fellow students.